Multifunctional Nanocracks in Silicon Nanomembranes by Notch-Assisted Transfer Printing.
Manipulating nanocracks to produce various nanodevices has attracted increasing interest. Here, based on the mature transfer printing technique, a novel notch-assisted transfer printing technique was engaged to produce nanocracks by simply introducing notch structures into the transferred nanomembranes. Both experiments and finite element simulations were used to elucidate the probability of nanocrack formation during the transfer process, and the results demonstrated that the geometry of nanomembranes played a key role in concentrating stress and producing nanocracks. We further demonstrated that the obtained nanocrack can be used as a surface-enhanced Raman scattering substrate because of the significant enhancement of electric fields. In addition, the capillary condensation of water molecules in the nanocrack led to an obvious change of resistance, thus providing an opportunity for the crack-based structure to be used as an ultrasensitive humidity sensor. The current approach can be applied to producing nanocracks from multiple materials and will have important applications in the field of nanodevices.